In vitro investigation of ionic polysaccharide microspheres for simultaneous delivery of chemosensitizer and antineoplastic agent to multidrug-resistant cells.
Insufficient intratumoral concentration of therapeutic agents and multidrug resistance are major factors responsible for failure of treatment of solid tumors. Simultaneous delivery of chemosensitizing and antineoplastic agents by microspheres could lead to enhanced chemotherapy of multidrug-resistant (MDR) tumors. Ionic polysaccharide microspheres derived from dextran were used to load chemosensitizers (e.g., verapamil) and anticancer drugs such as vinblastine. High drug loading was achieved for both a single agent and dual agents. The equilibrium drug loading was dependent on the ratio of the microspheres (MS) to the drug, as well as the relative affinity of the agents to the MS in the case of dual agents. The drug release from drug-MS involved hydration and swelling of the MS in addition to ion exchange. The effectiveness of MS-delivered chemosensitizers in the reversal of drug resistance was evaluated by measuring the uptake of [3H]vinblastine by MDR cells (CHRC5). The concomitant delivery of verapamil with vinblastine by the MS led to a 6-7-fold increase in the uptake of vinblastine, a level similar to the uptake obtained with free drug solutions. The results suggest that the antineoplastic and chemosensitizing agents were released effectively from the MS and the bioactivity of the chemosensitizer was preserved during the process.